China's Tungusic speaking people include the Manchu ( ), Oroqen ( ), Ewenki ( ), Hezhen ( ), and Xibe ( ). These groups share traditional forms of shamanism. Not only has shamanism served as the foundation for the Tungusic peoples, but also continues to shape their cultures. The shamanism of China's Tungus people has provided a unique vantage point from which to view the entirety of shamanistic phenomena.
Udegeians, Evenis, and Niejida'er peoples. The ethnic groups which make up China's Tungusic speaking peoples live today at different stages of social development. However, the ancestors of all these ethnic groups share the same basic cultural elements. Shamanism not only laid the cultural foundation for the Tungusic speaking peoples, but also provided resources to further develop the cultures of these groups.
Years of research conducted by Chinese scholars has revealed that the spiritual beliefs and religious activities of the Tungus people still preserve some pan-language group characteristics. At the same time, each ethnic group has a unique tradition. In researching the shamanism of China's Tungusic peoples, whether looking at it as a whole or in terms of specific features, one is provided with a unique vantage point from which to view the entirety of shamanistic phenomena.
I. The Ancient Nature of China's Tungusic Peoples' Shamanism

A. Hunter-Gatherer Economic Life and Shamanism
As social history has developed and changed, the original form of shamanism in hunter-gatherer societies has all but vanished. However, the Tungusic people of China have preserved their hunter-gatherer culture. Until the Ming-Qing period , most Tungusic people still lived in and to the north of the Greater and Lesser Hinggan ranges. The uniqueness of this geographical environment and its climatic conditions ensured that farming would prove sustainable in only a handful of areas, and thus hunting, fishing, and gathering still made up major sources of the population's economic livelihood.
Before the founding of the People's Republic of China in 1949, the Tungusic peoples of China's northeastern region (the Oroqen, Ewenki, and Hezhen, among others) were still at a hunter-gatherer stage of social development. These peoples did not, however, share a
